Differences between the function of the adverbial of time and that of the range topic of time may lead language users who are Vietnamese to the risk of mistakenly translating the English clause with the A of Time. A research has been carried on the basis of the theory of TopicComment presented by Cao Xuân Hạo (1991) to search for (i) dissimilarity with regard to word order when translating into Vietnamese the English clause with one or more adverbials including the adverbial of time, (ii) possible cases when native speakers apply the fronting of the adverbial of time in the English clause, and (iii) any potential change in the meaning they would like to convey with such fronting.
Introduction

*
Somebody has translated from English to Vietnamese the commercial note "Have you had a Coke today?" by maintaining the word order in English, resulting in "Bạn đã uống Coca-Cola hôm nay chưa?" in which hôm nay can also be considered as an adjectival to be the post-nominal modifier of Coca-Cola. In order to avoid such syntactic ambiguity, the Vietnamese version "Hôm nay bạn đã uống Coca-Cola chưa?" is recommended. This realisation indicates that the adverbial of Time (abbreviated to A of Time) at the end of the _______ * Tel: 84-908 688 903
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English clause in question should be converted into the range topic of Time 1 at the beginning of its Vietnamese equivalent. The abovementioned example shows that differences in the role of the A of Time and that of the range topic of Time may lead language users who are Vietnamese to the risk of mistakenly translating the English clause with the A of Time. This is definitely the focus of this paper.
Aim and theoretical background of research
The research done for and reported in this paper has been carried on the basis of the theory _______ 1 called "Khung đề thời gian" in Vietnamese of Topic-Comment presented by Cao Xuân Hạo (1991) [1] . The research aims at looking for (i) dissimilarity with regard to word order when translating into Vietnamese the English clause with one or more adverbials including the A of Time, (ii) possible cases when native speakers apply the "fronting" (Dyvik, 1984 , p. 10) [2] of the A of Time in the English clause, and (iii) any potential change in the meaning they would like to convey with such fronting.
Scope and procedure of research
In order to achieve the above-mentioned aims, the research is carried out under the following procedure:
First comes the search for examples of the A of Time either standing as the only modifier or occurring together with another adverbial, of the same or different type, at the end of the English clause, which in turn either exists as a simple sentence or is embedded as part of a complex sentence of one type or another.
Secondly, an American colleague proofreads with great generosity all the examples selected to guarantee that they are those that native speakers of English would normally say. Then, the researcher tries her best to translate the selected examples into Vietnamese, grouping them into a number of categories as presented in the paper. Finally, up to ten native speakers are requested to read for double check that the paper's selected examples are normal to them and answer one or more of the following questions:
-When applying the fronting of the A of Time as in (29)a or (34)a in the paper, do native speakers of English mean something different? Respectively, how do (2)a and (35)a differ in meaning from (29)a and (34)a? -How different is the meaning conveyed by (35)a from that of (36)a in the paper?
Following the view by Hurford and Heasley (1984, p. 15-16) [3] that sentences are "ideal" whereas utterances are "particular", the research starts with the English clause containing the A of Time which occurs in the form of a simple sentence and part of a complex sentence; it then shifts to observe utterances in tokens of simple sentences 2 in a number of dialogues. Also, within the scope of the research is the A of Time in the form of (1) 
Result of Research
Presented in this paper
3 is the result of the research in the form of four main sections: the first two present the obligatory or optional fronting movement of the English A of Time during the process of English-Vietnamese translation; the third covers some tips to translate the English clause with the A of Time; the last section reveals some native speakers' perceptions through feeling on possible change _______ 2 as compared to utterances of non-sentences, eg. short phrases or single words 3 Conventions applied in this paper are: -Original English clauses selected as illustration are numbered, marked a and followed by the Vietnamese translated version(s), marked either b, or both b and c, etc.; -The lexical items in round brackets, like "(lại)" in (3)b-c, may or may not be verbalized while those in square brackets, like "[what's on TV tonight]" in (10)a, are embedded clauses; -The three symbols "/", "*", and "?" respectively stand for "or", "unaccepted" and "possibly accepted."
of meaning when the fronting of the English A of Time is applied. e.*Cha tuyên bố hai con là vợ chồng trong/ vào bây giờ đây.
Cases of obligatory fronting
The preferred translated version of the vicar's declaration in the wedding ceremony held in a church is no doubt (7)b. With correct pauses applied in speech, though there is no explicit mark for the pauses in writing, (7)c might also be accepted; it is obvious that the insertion of a time expression in the form of an NP somewhere within the Vietnamese clause rather than in the initial position is far from common. Again, (7)d is unaccepted, for the Vietnamese A of Time can hardly take the form of an NP sentence-finally, as was already mentioned in 3.1.1.1., while (7)e is incorrect because of the same reason as (6)d. adjectival modifier of tiệc, the noun meaning "tea" -a large meal in the early evening, in (8) h. This only approved Vietnamese version is also supported by the fact that the sequence of two time expressions is not highly appreciated both sentence-finally and sentence-initially in the Vietnamese clause, as shown in (8) Thủ tướng: Kể từ ngày mai (thì) anh/ chị được tự do. Chồng: Ngay bây giờ (thì) anh bận.
Dialogue 3:
George: How about dinner out?
George: Tối nay (thì) mình đi ăn tiệm chứ?
Beth: Thanks, but my essay is due tomorrow morning.
Beth: Xin cám ơn, nhưng sáng mai là đến hạn nộp bài luận của em.
The English clause as part of a complex sentence
The above-mentioned explanations hold true here when the English clause is embedded in a complex sentence as it occurs as a simple sentence in 3.1.1.
With an A of Time at the end of the English embedded clause:
(10)a. (Quirk et al, 1985, p. 533) [4] optionally being fronted: (19)a. We'll meet tonight after the show. c. Năm ngoái tôi ở New York, trước khi những bông tuyết đầu tiên rơi.
When the English clause ends with a sequence of two adverbials of Time, "the superordinate adjunct (the one denoting the more extended period)"
When the English embedded clause is finite and has its adverbial of Sequence of Events (abbreviated to A of Sequence) (Tô Minh
Thanh, 2011, p. 262) [7] [7] : function as the range topic of Time in its translated version.
As for the Vietnamese clause exclusively, (1) the range topic of Time is undoubtedly prominent, (2) the double topic is more common than the dual final adverbials, (3) Time-plus-Space is approved in the double topic while Space-plus-Time is more accepted in the dual final adverbial, and (4) the range topic of Time plus a final adverbial of another type, especially of Space, not the range topic of Space plus a final A of Time, is recommended.
The above-mentioned assertions hold basically true even when the English clause and its translated version occur not only as a simple sentence but also as part of a complex sentence.
Tips for translating the English A of Time
The analysis in the paper's first two sections supports the following tips to deal with the A of Time during the process of EnglishVietnamese translation:
Tip 1: Apply frequently in the Vietnamese clause the range topic of Time as well as the double topic, the first member being Time; pay attention to the Vietnamese final sequence of two adverbials, the last member being Time. b. Cùng năm ngàn người ấy đi qua cánh cửa đó mỗi ngày.
Cases of fronting the English A of Time and their potential change in meaning
In order to find out satisfactory answers to the issue regarding the fronting of the English A of Time, as in (29)a and (34)a, and the difference in meaning that the two sentences may have as compared respectively to that of (2)a and (35) "There is a full semantic range in syntax as well as lexicography to be considered in order to distinguish the meanings of the three sentences numbered (34-36)a: (35)a does not exclude the possibility of referring to the same group of people carrying out the daily habitual action; it is more suggestive of the situation described in (36)a than (34)a is, but is by no means confined to it; likewise, while (34)a is less suggestive of the situation in (36)a than (35)a, neither is it exclusive of it. This semantic range is useful to summarize analogy with other situations (as if the topic were about other doors or what the group of people do everyday) if applicable, or to accommodate any ambiguity on the part of the writer/speaker, but the grammatical tools are not required and native speakers of English can use (34)a and (35)a in free variation. Only (36)a is bound to the 500 people being identical as opposed to a different set of 500 people on any given day."
And here is another personal opinion, stating that neither (35)a is more nor (34)a is less suggestive of the situation described in (36)a and that while it is possible for (35)a not to exclude the possibility of referring to the same group of people carrying out the daily habitual action, it is certainly not clear that the speaker is mentioning the same five thousand people.
It's time to come to the conclusion that, unlike Vietnamese, English does not distinguish Hopefully, what has been presented draws attention of those who are involved in EnglishVietnamese translation to such a delicate choice of either maintaining the A of Time at the end or converting it into the range topic of Time at the beginning of the translated version. There is no doubt that such a choice, however small it is, plays a meaningful role in language learning in general, in the practice of translation in particular.
